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THE FUTURE STARTS NOW...
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THE FUTURE STARTS NOW...

TR8 - REVOLUTION INSIDE…

The TR8 fan gun sets new standards for efficiency and servicing. It contains many more 

revolutionary features than are apparent at first glance. Both the drive technology and

the entire housing have had a complete re-design. The main aim is to simplify the work of 

snowmaker and to further increase efficiency.



HIGH TECHNOLOGY INSIDE…



NEW TECHNOLOGY WITH A SINGLE MOTOR 

For the first time, the fan and compressor on the snow gun are driven by only one electric 

motor. The rotary vane compressor is oil-free and boasts a more uniform air flow, weighs 

less and is easier to service.

HIGH TECHNOLOGY INSIDE…



VERY SMOOTH RUNNING
AND INSENSITIVITY TO VIBRATIONS

The proven concept of low-speed operation also applies to the TR8’s turbine. Because it 

turns at just 1,765 rpm and has its turbine motor inside the machine, the TR8 impresses 

with its smooth running, low noise emissions and insensitivity to vibrations.

HIGH PERFORMANCE…
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REVOLUTION IN MAINTENANCE…



EASY TO USE AND SERVICE

Thanks to compressed-air cooling integrated in the water circuit of the valve block, the 

air is always efficiently cooled. It is no longer necessary to switch the cooling on and off. 

Its low dimensions and light weight make the TR8 very stable and easy to use, and at the 

same time make it more service-friendly.

Servicing the snow gun is revolutionized by new side cover panels that open upward. 

All main components are easily visible and can be accessed in a few seconds. The front 

ring cover can be removed easily also in a few steps.

REVOLUTION IN MAINTENANCE…
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INTEGRATED DESIGN

Weather station, LED work lights and LED warning 

lights are integrated into the outer cover panels. This 

gives the TR8 a streamlined look and makes servicing 

a breeze at the same time. As there are no protruding 

parts, so snow buildup is greatly reduced.

STYLE…
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SPECIFICATIONS…

Weights

Snow gun 1,257 lb 11 oz

Transport frame with jacks 363 lb 12 oz

Lifting hook 28 lb 11 oz

Kit for mobile carriage tow (USCCU003) 165 lb 6 oz

Various

Operating temperature -13 - +36 °F 

Rotational speed 1,765 rpm

Turbine inclination  45 deg.° 

Horizontal rotation  360 deg.° 

Swing (automatic)  180 deg. °

Water

Operating water pressure 116 - 580 PSI

Water filter 250 micron

Water connection - Camlock 2“

Nozzle configuration

Nucleators 6

Fixed nozzles - Quadrijet type 6

Controllable nozzles - Quadrijet type 12

Electrical characteristics

Nominal voltage 480 V

Nominal frequency 60 Hz

Nominal current  33.8 A*

Connection plug 4x60 A

Nominal power POWER UNIT (turbine + compressor) 24.4 HP

Heating 0.67 - 2.15 HP

Dimensional data

Snow gun length A 5‘ 4“ ft

Snow gun width B 4‘ 9“ ft

Snow gun height H 6‘ 1“ ft

Undercarriage height H2 1‘ 2“ ft

Total height H1 7‘ 3“ ft

Length [max.] A1 9‘ 10“ ft

Length [without steering] A2 8‘ 10“ ft

Length [without front jacks] A3 7‘ 9“ ft

Width [max.] B1 7‘ 9“ ft

Wheelbase [wheels] B2 6‘ 7“ ft

The fi gures are subject to changes based on the type of plant and/or country of installation (always refer to the wiring diagrams).

* Data collected at 820 ft above the sea level (50°F).
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